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Concluslons
We have developed a TOTE-technique far evaluation of the full capacity performance of UWDM systems without need for full terminal equipment. The presented TOTE-design works independently of the system bandwidth and channel spacing and is thus very attractive for performance evaluation of installed UWUM sptems. In a 28 nm, transatlantic DWUM field transmission experiment, the presented TOTEdesign is verified to accurately measure the same gain shape and performance as the fully loaded transmitter. Switching Node and connect^ the input to the output at Burlingame Sprint.
References
Experimental set-up. In the loopback experiment, a fiber patch cord replaces the Sprint enter an 8 x 8 arrayed waveguide grating router, which demultiplexes the two wavelengths onto different ports. One port connecll to the source node, sending back Payload 2. Payload 1 goes through a drop port at Sprint ATL. Figure 2 shows measured bit-error rate (BER) curves from the loopback experiment. The left plot compares the header and label in a back-toback configuration and after 476.8 km of fiber.
Results and Dlscusslon
The insets show measured eyes. The BER curve showsless than ZdBpowerpenaltyafterrheloopback fiber transmission and the eyes show negligible distortion from dispersion. The right plot shows the BER for the received payload. There is B 5 dB power penalty after wavelength switching. 
Concluslon
We have demonstrated for the first time in our knowledge optical labelbbased wavelength switching and packet drop over actual field fiber.
We have shown SCM-formatted optical labeling transmission with less than 2 dB power penalty for both label and payload over 476 km of fiber. User to Network lnterfdce (UNI) inter-working agreement developed by the OIF can be conridered the first step in the development of a unified GMPLS control plane. It offers clients of the optical network a means for automatically requesting the establishment or deletion of optical services via the use of a GMPLS based protocol. The UN1 protocol reduces the human element ofprovisioning new services and provides the client with much greater control and flexibility in the provisioning of new services, 2. UNI 1.0 Overvlew UN1 1.0 defines both a transport plane (UN1 Transport) and control plane (UN1 Signaling). UN1 transport consists of multiple SymChronou Optical Network (SONET) or Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) connections between the client and optical network. UN1 signalingconsists of a set of GMPLS based signaling protocols carried over an IP transport channel, this IP trans-
